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Disclaimer 
Images and information in this document are to be used as a reference only. This 
manual is a installation guide only and all installations should be taken place by a 

professional qualified technician. Carbon Car Systems takes no responsibility for the 
actions taken by an individual or damage cause to a vehicle. 

 
This is a guide only. 

Copyright 
All images displayed in this guide are the property of Carbon Car Systems and shall 

not be reproduced without permission. Nor shall this document be posted online 
without permission from Carbon Car Systems in writing.  

Installation Service 
Carbon Car Systems also offers premium installation service for this kit in the 

Sydney feel free to contact us on (02) 9831 3288 or team@carboncarsystems.com.au 

Warranty Information  
This reverse camera kit will not interfere with factory warranty. Reverse camera 

comes standard with 1 year warranty but if installed by our team at Carbon you will 
received 2 years warranty on the camera.  

http://www.carboncarsystems.com.au
http://www.carboncarsystems.com.au


 

 

2016 Toyota Hilux Guide 

As most of you are aware some of the 2016 Toyota Hilux models come standard 
with a reverse camera BUT if they factory tub is removed then you lose this feature!  

 
This kit allows you to install one of our reverse cameras into the existing factory 

screen, allowing you to retain this feature with your new rear tray! 

You may mount the camera anywhere at the rear that suits your vehicle, our cameras 
come with enough cable to route from front to rear.  

 
This kit will work with any vehicle with this style of stereo 

Start at the rear and mount the camera how ever suits your vehicle. 
Double sided tape and screws provided.



Run cables along the chassis rails from rear to front, you can use 
either drivers or passenger side but we are showing the drivers side 

here. Use the provided split tube conduit and cable ties to ensure the 
wires are protected and held out of the way of moving parts.

There is a rubber grommet located under carpet slightly behind 
the drivers seat. You can remove the plastic tread plate and put 

hand under carpet to retrieve cables.



  

Picture on the left shows the 
rubber grommet location 
from underside of vehicle 

above the chassis rail. 

You can remove this, cut a 
small hole in it to push 
through the cables. The 

grommet should close itself 
around the split tubing to seal 

well.

Top drivers side showing the 
cable run out from under 

drivers side with the plastic 
tread plate removed. 



Route cables along the side of the vehicle into the plastic 
cable guides to hold them in place.  

Remove the drivers kick panel and route the cables around the 
drivers foot well up to the stereo area. Hide cables well and tie 

them up using provided cable ties.  



 

 

Firstly remove the plastic trim from around the stereo, these 
just clip off and forward, use a plastic non-marring pry bar to 

do this.  
(Corolla image shown but similar for Hilux)  

Remove the 4x 10mm bolts shown at the locations here. Be 
careful not to drop them. 



 

 

This is the location of the plug we will need, some vehicles 
will have an existing plug already in place it is to be removed 

by pushing the centre clip on top down. 

Replace with the new plugs with camera video input as show. 
The yellow “composite” video plug from rear camera is to 
plug into the shown cable once its connected to the unit. 



 

 

The red wire coming out of the yellow plug from the rear 
camera (which you routed to front at start) is to be connected 
to the grey wire show here. This is a 12v + Accessories feed.  

 
THIS IS IMPORTANT DO NOT CONNECT TO REVERSE 

LIGHT FEED 

Soldering is recommended but if you don’t have a soldering 
iron use the provided red scotch lock clips to connect the 

cable. Ensure the metal in the clip bites into both wires so it 
touches metal to metal. Example showing how it should look. 



 

Wiring is complete! There is no need to connect a reverse 
trigger feed to this stereo as it already has one in the right 

hand side plug.  
 

Return all plugs into the unit (except the camera plug which 
you replaced) and bolt back in. 



Additional Tips & Information: 

Ensure when plugging camera into the extension loom they 
line up correctly. There are two small arrows one on each 

connector. These need to line up, arrows point to one 
another, when plugging the connectors together.



Image of scotch lock / connector. This connects the camera 
cable to the red power cable on the vehicle as shown earlier 

in tutorial. Alternative option to soldering.



Camera Options: 

We have now included two additional camera configuration 
options, you will now notice two small loops on the camera loom 
towards the camera at the rear. White and Green. They control the 

following options: 

Green Loop - Controls the on screen guidelines, cutting the loop 
will remove the guidelines leaving it looped leaves guidelines on. 

White Loop - Controls the image of the screen, cutting the loop 
will mirror / flip the image vertically so you can mount the camera 
upside down if need be depending on the location you decided for 
mounting. This gives lots more versatility. 

 
Toyota Hilux’s kit is a different style camera to the one pictured 

but has the same features. 


